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© Satellite communication via plurality of communication paths with signal strength control.
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© A multi-path device includes a plurality of com-
munication paths being defined between a plurality

of first transceivers (1a, 1b, 1n) and one second

transceiver (7). Each communication path contains at

least one repeater (3,4,5). Each signal transmission

from the first transceiver to the second transceiver

contains an identifiable copy of an identical signal

copy over each communication path. There is a

signal quality determining portion (25) associated

with the second transceiver for determining the qual-

ity of the signal copy received by the second tran-

sceiver via each of the communication paths. A
communication path limiting portion (24) controls the

strength of each communication path based upon

the signal quality determining portion. It is envision-

ed that this device may use a CDMA communication

protocol.
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This invention relates generally to communica-
tions systems and, in particular, to communications

systems that utilize multiple communication paths

formed from a plurality of first transceivers which

transmit an identical copy of an identical signal to a

second transceiver. Future transmissions along

each communication path depends upon the signal

quality received by the second transceiver along

each communication path.

Two problems that occur in communication

systems are referred to as dropout and fade. These
problems arise in multi-path systems, wherein a

signal proceeds to a receiver along a plurality of

communication paths of different transmission

lengths, with the received signal being a composite

of different signals having randomly varying delays

and amplitudes.

One approach to dealing with these multi-path

problems is described in the article "A Commu-
nication Technique For Multi-Path Channels" by R.

Price and P.E. Green, Jr. (Proceedings of the IRE,

March 1958, pages 555-570). These authors de-

scribe a system that performs a continuous, de-

tailed measurement of a single multi-path char-

acteristic. This knowledge is then exploited to com-
bat the effects of multi-path fading. Specifically,

selective fading is treated by first detecting the

individual echo signal, and then adding the signals

using an appropriate algebraic correlation tech-

nique. Inter-symbol interference is dealt with by
reinserting different delays into the various de-

tected echoes. This system is referred to as a
"Rake" system.

In general, the purpose of the Rake system is

to equalize the signal dispersion from a single

transmitter through an ionospheric multi-path me-
dium, thereby reducing the intersymbol interfer-

ence and improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

The Rake system is applicable to a multipath sys-

tem which has a large number of incremental de-

lays resulting from the different conditions in each
of the paths. It necessitates lengthy tapped delay

lines with a large number of taps, to compensate
for the equally large number of multiple paths.

Furthermore, the Rake signals have no significant

Doppler spread, and the length of the tapped delay

line is significantly shorter than the length of an

information bit. As a result, the Rake system is not

suitable for use in communication systems where
the time and the frequency of the received signal

varies greatly.

The journal article "Increased Capacity Using

CDMA For Mobile Satellite Communication", by
K.S. Gilhousen et al. (IEEE Journal on Selected

Areas In Communications, vol. 8, No. 4, May 1990,

pages 503-514) describes the performance of a

spread-spectrum (55) Code Division Multiple Ac-

cess (CDMA) communication system in a mobile

satellite environment. These authors mention (page

506) that multiple satellites provide a further meth-

od for improving CDMA capacity by combining the

coherent signals that are transmitted between a

5 terminal and all satellites in view.

In U.S. Patent No. 4,901,307, issued February

13, 1990, entitled "Spread Spectrum Multiple Ac-

cess Communication System Using Satellite Or

Terrestrial Repeaters", K.S. Gilhousen et al. de-

10 scribe a communication system that provides mar-

ginal isolation between different user communica-
tion signals. The marginal isolation is provided by

simultaneously generating multiple steerable

beams using a single omni-directional antenna with

75 polarization enhancement. Power control devices

are used to adjust the output power, either in

accordance with their input activity level, or with a

minimum allowable power level for maintaining a

communication path. In col. 32 it is stated that

20 satellite or terrestrial based repeaters provide a

variety of communication paths which compensate
for Doppler Shifts and multi-path problems, to pro-

vide an increased reliability of the communication

path.

25 In U.S. Patent No. 5,233,626, issued August 3,

1993, 5. A. Ames discloses a "Repeater Diversity

Spread Spectrum Communication System" (incor-

porated herein by reference in its entirety). This

communication system utilizes multipath spread

30 spectrum radio techniques, and which utilizes at

least one linear communications repeater for each
of those paths. In this disclosure, the term "linear"

as relating to repeaters is defined as a repeater

which is powered in such a manner as to provide

35 an output which is within the linear range of all of

its components, and will not experience excessive

signal distortions within the power range applied to

the repeater. In the Ames system, all of the repeat-

ers are normally configured to transmit at their full

40 power even when one of the repeaters is blocked

or otherwise unusable. This continuous, full power
transmission expends considerable repeater ener-

gy, which is of particular concern in satellite based
repeaters.

45 In U.S. Patent No. 5,093,840, issued March 3,

1992, D.L. Schilling discloses an apparatus for

adaptive-power control of a spread-spectrum trans-

mitter of a mobile station operating in a cellular

communications network. This adaptive power con-

so trol only regulates a signal over a single path, and
is not applied to more than one path.

In U.S. Patent No. 5,056,109, issued October 8,

1991, Gilhousen illustrates a multi-path CDMA
transmission system, configured for cellular tele-

55 phones, incorporating a power control system
which adjusts the strength of a transmission signal

(in cell-site 12), depending upon variation in the

signal power. There is only one transmitting an-

2
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3 EP 0 682 416 A2 4

tenna which transmits the signal to each cell-site

12, or repeater.

The prior art illustrates a progression of multi-

path spread spectrum systems capable of provid-

ing increasing levels of signal transmission quality.

However, none of the above systems utilizes a

multi-path spread spectrum system which also pro-

vides a mechanism to limit future transmissions of

signal copies over a particular communication path

based on signal quality.

One of the prime considerations in satellite

applications is energy expenditure and conserva-

tion. If a multiple communication path system (the

term "communication path" is defined in this dis-

closure as a combination of a first transceiver, a

second transceiver, and at least one repeater)

could be constructed that consumes less average

overall energy while transmitted data with equiv-

alent reliability, then smaller and/or tighter repeat-

ers could be utilized, which would result in smaller

and/or lighter satellites.

According to one aspect of the invention there

is provided a communication system, comprising a

plurality of communication paths defined between a

plurality of first transceivers and at least one sec-

ond transceiver, each communication path contain-

ing at least one repeater, wherein a signal trans-

mission from the plurality of first transceivers to the

second transceiver includes an identifiable copy of

an identical signal that is transmitted over each

communication path, signal quality determining

means associated with the second transceiver for

determining the quality of the signal copy received

by the second transceiver via each of the commu-
nication paths, and communication path control

means, for controlling the signal transmission

through each communication path based upon the

signal quality determining means.

According to a second aspect of the invention

there is provided a method of communication,

comprising the steps of monitoring a plurality of

communication paths between a first transceiver

and a second transceiver which are all transmitting

an identifiable copy of an identical signal, determin-

ing the signal quality of the signals which are being

transmitted over each of the communication paths,

and modifying further transmissions over at least

one of the communication paths based upon the

signal quality of the communication path.

According to a third aspect of the invention

there is provided a radio frequency receiver asso-

ciated with a transceiver, comprising, means for

receiving a multi-path transmitted signal which

comprises a plurality of signal copies, each of the

plurality of signal copies arriving at the radio fre-

quency receiver along a distinct communication

path that includes a repeater, each of which plural-

ity of signal copies experiences a distinct propaga-

tion delay, means for performing a spread spec-

trum correlation on each of the received plurality of

signal copies to produce at a first output a plurality

of correlated signals, means for measuring a signal

5 quality of each of the signal copies, received signal

equalizing means having an input coupled to the

output of the correlation means for equalizing each

of the plurality of correlated signal copies to pro-

vide at a second output a plurality of equalized

io correlated signal copies, the equalizing means in-

cludes means for equalizing the propagation delay

of each of the correlated signal copies to a largest

propagation delay, means for equalizing a Doppler

frequency offset of each correlated signal copy and

75 means for equalizing a phase shift of each cor-

related signal copy, means, having an input coup-

led to the second output, for combining all equal-

ized correlated signal copies to provide a compos-

ite received signal at a third output, and means to

20 transmit a return signal which is representative of

the signal quality of the signal copies being re-

ceived from a plurality of the communication paths.

According to a fourth aspect of the invention

there is provided a communication system, com-

25 prising, a plurality of spread spectrum repeater

means each of which includes means for receiving

a transmission from at least one spread spectrum

transmitter means and means for retransmitting the

received transmission for reception by at least one

30 spread spectrum receiver means, a plurality of

spread spectrum transmitter means, at least two of

which transmit a same spread spectrum signal

through a different one of the plurality of repeater

means, at least one spread spectrum receiver

35 means, the receiver means comprising, means for

receiving a re-transmitted signal from at least two

of the repeater means, means for performing a

spread spectrum correlation on each of the re-

ceived re-transmitted signals to produce at an out-

40 put a plurality of correlated signals, received signal

equalizing means having an input coupled to the

output of the correlation means for equalizing each

of the plurality of correlated signals one to another

to provide at an output a plurality of equalized

45 correlated signals, the spread spectrum receiver

means further including means, having an input

coupled to the output of the received signal equal-

izing means, for combining together all equalized

correlated signals to provide at an output a com-

50 posite received signal.

This invention relates to a multi-path device

and may include a plurality of communication paths

being defined between a plurality of first trans-

ceivers and at least one second transceiver. Each

55 communication path contains at least one repeater.

Each signal transmission from the first transceiver

to the second transceiver contains an identifiable

copy of an identical signal, one signal copy is

BNSDOCID: <EP_0682416A2J_>
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transmitted over each of a plurality of communica-
tion paths. There is a signal quality determining

portion associated with the second transceiver for

determining the quality of the signal copy received

by the second transceiver via each of said commu-
nication paths. There is a return signal which is

transmitted from the second transceiver to each of

the first transceivers, over the communication path,

which contains information relating to the signal

quality of each of the signal copies. A communica-
tion path limiting portion controls the future signal

transmissions along each of the plurality of com-
munication paths based upon said signal quality

determining portion. It is envisioned that this device

may use a CDMA communication protocol.

In a version of the present invention, even

though the signal copies sent through each of the

communication paths from the first transceiver to

the second transceiver contains identical digital in-

formation, each transmitter of the first transceiver

portion utilizes a distinct overlaying PN code asso-

ciated with each communication path. In this man-
ner, when the second transceiver receives a par-

ticular signal copy, the second transceiver can

identify the communication path which transmitted

the signal copy. Each first transceiver transmits

and receives its signals in a focused area in space
where the corresponding repeater is the only re-

peater. The plurality of communication paths utilize

linear communication repeaters. If any one of the

signal copies originating from any of the transmit-

ters of the first transceiver passes through its re-

spective repeater to the receiver of the second
transceiver, then the signal will be considered to

have been sent.

The second transceiver may have an omni-

direction antenna, and transmit an identical return

signal to each of the first transceivers providing

information of which first transceivers are transmit-

ting signal copies of the highest quality. If one or

more of the return signal from the second tran-

sceiver gets through to the first transceiver, then a
controller associated with the first transceiver can

control the desired operation of the first transceiver.

This is accomplished by utilizing those paths which

are capable of transmitting their signal most effec-

tively while, at the same time, limiting the transmis-

sion of signals over those paths which are partially

or entirely blocked from transmitting a signal to the

second transceiver.

In order that the invention and its various other

preferred features may be understood more easily,

some embodiments thereof will now be described,

by way of example only, with reference to the

drawings, in which:-

Figure la is a schematic depiction of a trans-

mission through one embodiment of repeater

diversity communication system constructed

and operating in accordance with the present

invention. The transmission of multiple identifi-

able, identical but identifiable signal copies trav-

els from (n) independent transmitter portions of

5 a first transceiver la, lb, In, and pass through (n)

independent communication paths each of

which include a repeater to a single receiver

portion 7r of a second transceiver 7,

Figure lb is a similar schematic depiction to

10 Figure la, except that the transmission passes
from the transmitter portion 7t of the second
transceiver 7; through (n) independent commu-
nication paths to (n) independent receiver por-

tions of the first transceiver la, lb, In; In Figure

75 lb, the repeaters 3, 4, 5 are illustrated as rotated

about a vertical axis (not illustrated) as com-
pared to Figure la for simplicity of illustration of

the communication paths,

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a first embodi-
20 ment of a receiver portion 7r of the second

transceiver 7 illustrated in Figure la,

Figure 3 is graph illustrating a maximum fade

depth, in dB, as a function of the number (n) of

active repeaters and showing how the loss of a
25 single repeater, when there are only a few

"good" or "fair" repeaters, can cause a substan-

tia) reduction of signal strength (fade),

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a second em-
bodiment of a repeater diversity receiver for

30 fully coherent detection, this embodiment is im-

plemented with digital signal processors and
discrete analog circuitry,

Figure 5 is a logic flow diagram illustrating the

operation of an SS error tracking generator and
35 a variable delay controller,

Figure 6 is a block diagram showing a presently

preferred embodiment of a variable delay de-

vice,

Figure 7a illustrates both frequency domain and
40 time domain signals appearing at the nodes A,

B, C, and D of Figure 2, and
Figure 7b illustrates a sequence of arrival of the

symbols depicted in Figure 7a.

A description of this invention is now made
45 with respect to Figures IA, IB, 2-6, 7A and 7B. It is

pointed out that Figures 2-6, 7A and 7B are sub-

stantially identical to Figs. 2-6, 7A and 7B of the

above identified U.S. Patent 5,233,626 by Stephen
A. Ames (incorporated by reference herein in its

so entirety).

Figures la and lb schematically illustrate an

embodiment of a communication system 10 that is

constructed and operated in accordance with this

invention. A frequency determination/combiner unit

55 11 applies an identical signal copy to each of a

plurality of first transceivers ia, lb and In. Each of

the first transceivers are connected to an asso-

ciated uni-directional antenna 2a, 2b, 2n in a known

BNSDOCID: <EP 0682416A2J_>
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manner. Each first transceiver/antenna combination

la, 2a; lb, 2b; In, 2n applies an overlapping PN
code to the identical signal copy, such that each

signal copy can be identified as it is transmitted

over one of a plurality of respective communication

paths defined by respective repeaters 3, 4, 5 and a

single second transceiver portion 7. The term

"communication path" is defined in this disclosure

as a combination of a first transceiver, a second

transceiver, and at least one repeater.

Each repeater 3, 4 and 5 includes a receiving

antenna 3a, 4a, 5a respectively coupled to a re-

ceiver 3b, 4b, 5b; and a respective transmitter 3d,

4d, 5d, respectively coupled to a respective trans-

mitting antenna 3c, 4c, 5c. For example, the re-

peater 3 has the receiving antenna 3a, the receiver

3b, the transmitter 3d, and the transmitting antenna

3c. It is preferable that the repeaters are substan-

tially linear such that the greater the signal strength

applied to the receiving antenna 3a, 4a, 4a; the

greater the corresponding signal strength applied

to the respective transmitting antenna 3c, 4c, 5c

(and little distortion will occur throughout the uti-

lized power range of the repeaters.) While only one

repeater is illustrated in Figs, la and lb as being

contained within each communication path, it is to

be understood that a particular communication path

may incorporate more than one repeater. It should

be realized that although three repeaters are shown

in Figures la and lb, that more or less than this

number may be employed.

Each repeater typically consumes more power

as it repeats a greater number of signal copies, or

amplifies a particular signal copy which has a

greater input power. For this reason, it is desired

that each repeater repeat a minimum number of

signal copies and/or limit the amplification of as

many signal copies as possible. This invention

accomplishes this goal by limiting the transmission

of copies of duplicative messages (i.e. when other

signal copies of a superior quality are being ade-

quately transmitted over other communication

paths).

By example only, the repeater 5 is terrestrially

based while the repeaters 3 and 4 are mounted

upon satellite platforms. Repeaters 3, 4, 5 each

receive their copy of the transmission from the first

transceivers la, lb and In, respectively, and retrans-

mit the received signal to a second transceiver 7.

The second transceiver 7 includes an omnidirec-

tional antenna 7a (it can receive a signal from

and/or transmit a signal to any satellite which is

within the line of sight of the antenna, depending

upon signal strength, atmospheric conditions, etc.)

As indicated in Figures la and lb, the respective

path lengths to and from each of the repeater

transmitting antennas to the antennae 7a is dif-

ferent. As a result, a variable multi-path condition is

induced into the signals received at the antenna 7a.

Part of the present invention is related to equalizing

the multi-path condition such that if the signals

copies are combined after the second transceiver,

5 the timing of the signals travelling over each of the

communication paths will be identical.

Even though the contents of the signals being

transmitted using CDMA through the different re-

peaters are identical when many copies of the

10 same signal are being sent, each copy contains the

distinct overlying PN code which can be detected

by the second transceiver 7. The transmitting an-

tennas 2a, 2b, 2n are uni-directional such that only

one repeater will receive a signal copy from each

75 first transceiver la, lb, In. The second transceiver

can detect signal quality for each signal copy such

that a controller 24, which is associated with the

second' transceiver 7, can determine the signal

quality of each communication path from the first

20 transceiver to the second transceiver 7. The con-

troller 24 is typically microprocessor or microcom-

puter based, although any type of device which

can respond with sufficient speed may be used.

The signal quality of each signal copy, which is

25 sent from said first transceiver via the repeater to

the second transceiver, is determined by a :.signal

quality detector 25 which utilizes well known tech-

niques such as Bit Error Rate (BER) and Signal To
Noise Ratio (SNR) to determine the quality of the

30 signal. If BER is used, the quality of the signal may
be derived from the BFPs 38-1 , 38-2, 38-(n) from

Figure 2 over channels CHNI, CHN2, CHN(n) by

comparing the received signal to an error, code

which is transmitted along with the signal (as is

35 known in the art), if SNR is used to determine the

signal quality, the signal quality detector 25 can

derive its input from node B as illustrated in Fig. 2

using any or all of the channels CHNBI, CHNB2,
CHNB(n) by comparing the percentage of the sig-

40 nal strength which is composed of the signal com-

pared to the signal strength which is composed of

noise (in a manner known in the art). It is generally

accepted that such signal quality indicators as BER
and SNR are related. Any other suitable signal

45 quality indicator may be substituted for the SNR
and the BER, as described above.

The second transceiver 7 utilizes the om-
nidirectional antenna 7a which is capable of receiv-

ing signal copies from, or transmitting signal copies

so to, all the repeaters located within a reasonable

proximity thereto. The controller 24 associated with

the second transceiver will send a return signal out

to all of the repeaters 3, 4, 5 providing information

about which of the first transceivers should con-

55 tinue transmitting based upon the received signal

quality. This return signal also contains an overlay-

ing PN code which will transmit an identical signal

copy, with an identical header, over each commu-

BNSDOCID: <EP 068241 6A2_L>
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nication path to all of the first transceivers. The
return signal will be forwarded to the frequency

determination/combiner unit 1 1 . The return signal

contains information relating to the signal quality of

each of the communication paths (as determined

from the forward signal over each communication

path.) The frequency determination/combiner unit

11 regulates further signal transmissions from the

first transceivers to the second transceiver depend-
ing upon the identified signal quality of each com-
munication path. This process is preferably re-

peated and updated several hundred times a sec-

ond, since signal qualities between different com-
munication paths can vary rapidly, such that the

frequency determination/combiner unit 11 is con-

stantly aware of the signal qualities of each com-
munication path.

The first transceivers la, lb, In each comprise
respective transmitter portions lat, Ibt, Int; and re-

spective receiver portions lar, Ibr, Inr. The second
transceiver 7 similarly comprise a receiver portion

7r and a transmitter portion 7t The first trans-

ceivers la, lb and In, and the second transceiver

operate in full duplex. As such, one or more of the

first transceivers la, lb, In and the second tran-

sceivers 7 can communicate simultaneously in both

directions over the same communication paths. It is

also possible that half duplex communication tech-

niques may be applied to the present invention.

When a signal copy is being transmitted from

each of the first transceivers la, lb, In to the second
transceiver 7 as illustrated in Figure la (or al-

ternately from the second transceiver 7 to each of

the first transceivers la, lb, In, as in Fig. lb), respec-

tive repeaters 3, 4, and 5 are used. Any signal

which is retransmitted via repeaters 3, 4, and 5 will

be received initially by the respective receiver an-

tenna 3a, 4a, 5a and the respective receivers 3b,

4b, 5b; the repeaters then amplifies and transmits

the signal over the respective transmitter portions

3d, 4d, 5d and the respective transmitter antenna
3c, 4c, 5c. The orientation of the components 3a-

3d, 4a-4d, 5a-5d at Fig. la are rotated about a
vertical axis (not illustrated) as compared to Figure

lb for ease of display of the communication paths.

The first transceivers la, lb and In shown in

Figures la and lb may be of any conventional

spread spectrum (hereafter referred to as SS) type,

and preferably utilizes CDMA. SS communication
customarily involves processing the narrow band
outgoing information signal with a spreading func-

tion into a broad bandwidth signal. This is a repro-

ducible function which spreads the narrow band-
width transmission signal over a broader bandwidth
white simultaneously reducing the peak spectral

density of the signal. This is known as direct se-

quence spread spectrum coding. Alternatively, the

carrier frequency may be pseudo-random ly hopped

over the spread bandwidth. Direct sequence spread

spectrum systems are preferred for applications

that address multi-path impairments.

It is noted that while this invention is described

s in the context of a spread spectrum communication
system, many teachings of this invention can also

be extended to other types of communications
systems wherein a plurality of repeaters are utilized

to forward a signal from a transmitter to a receiver.

70 In the first transceivers la, lb and In the spread-

ing function can be accomplished, for example, by
converting the analog input information signals,

such as voice, into a digital form and then multiply-

ing the signals by a high bandwidth, high fre-

75 quency digital spreading signal. Digital, as opposed
to analog, input signals can be directly spread. The
resulting spread spectrum signal is then used to

modulate a carrier and create a communication
signal. The resulting high bandwidth spread signal

20 is composed of a deterministic series of bits of

period Tc, referred to herein as chips. The chips

are generated using electronic apparatus and tech-

niques known to those skilled in the art. There are

a variety of techniques, as well as known coding

25 formulas, for generating spread spectrum chip se-

quences.

In general, the chips are generated at signifi-

cantly higher frequencies than the input voice or

data signals. By generating the chips at a higher

30 frequencies, a series of chips are generated for

every signal information bit. The specific chip fre-

quency that is employed is a function of the band-

width allocated for that particular communication
system. It is desirable to spread the communica-

35 Won signal to cover the entire allocated bandwidth,

where possible. Receiver Portion of the Second
transceiver

Referring now to Figure 2, the receiver portion

7r of the second transceiver 7 (Figure la), the

40 controller 24, and the signal quality detector 25 are

illustrated in block diagram form. The receiver por-

tion 7r operates to process the received repeater

diversity signals and includes (n) identical process-

ing or communication paths, one path being pro-

45 vided for each repeater within the field of view of

the wide beam antenna 7a; even though a repeater

can be associated with more than one first tran-

sceiver, and as such, the repeater may be consid-

ered as being located within more than one com-
50 munication paths. The wide beam antenna 7a is

directed to be capable at communicating with any
antenna 3c, 4c, 5c of the respective repeater 3, 4,

5 within a wide expanse of sky. By comparison, the

antennas 2a, 2b, 2n of the respective first tran-

55 sceivers la, ib, In are each focused on one particu-

lar respective antenna 3a, 4a, 5a, associated with

respective repeaters 3, 4 and 5. It is noted that the

status of which one of the repeaters are in view of

BNSDOCID: <EP__0682416A2_I_>



11 EP 0 682 416 A2 12

the antenna 7a can change very quickly as the

relative positions of the transmitting and/or receiv-

ing antennas in the first transceivers, the repeater

and/or the second transceiver alter; or when ob-

jects move between the above antennas: when the

distances between the antennas change, or when

the atmospheric conditions change.

Before describing in detail the repeater trans-

mitter power control functions that are an aspect of

this invention, a description will first be given for

presently preferred embodiments of the receiver

circuitry 7r that is embodied within the second

transceiver 7. The receiver circuitry 7r is construct-

ed and operated in accordance with the teaching

found in U.S. Patent 5,233,626, which has been

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

In general, the receiver portion 7r of the sec-

ond transceiver 7 includes circuitry for correlating

the (n) multiple transmissions of the same signal

that arrive via the different repeaters 3, 4, 5, and

which were originally transmitted from the first tran-

sceivers la, lb and In. As will be described in detail

below, the receiver portion 7r includes circuitry for

performing, in sequence, an SS correlation, equal-

izing all received signal delay paths to a maximum
received delay. All Doppler frequency offsets are to

equalized zero, and all phase shifts are equalized

to zero. All received signals are combined and an

optimal demodulation of the combined signals is

provided.

The following description of the operation of

the circuitry shown in Figure 2 is intended to be

read in conjunction with the signal diagrams of

Figures 7a and 7b. In Figure 7a the nodes labelled

A, B, C, and D correspond to the like designated

nodes in Figure 2. It should be noted that the

relative spectral bandwidth of Bs and Bi in Figure

7a is shown for graphical convenience. In practice:

1,000 £ Bs/Bi £ 100,000, which implies

1,000 ^ Td/Tc £ 100,000, wherein

Td is the data bit period and Tc is the chip period.

In Fig. 2, the receiver portion 7r includes a down
converter 12 that converts the input SS signal plus

interference and noise, from radio frequency (RF)

to an intermediate frequency (IF). A bandpass filter

14 filters the IF signal to a bandwidth Bs that is

equal to the SS band width plus the maximum and

minimum Doppler shifts. At the node labelled A the

composite signals are applied to (n) mixers 16. For

each of the receiver processing channels (channel

1, channel 2, channel n), there is provided an

associated mixer 16-1, 16-2, ... 16-(n), respectively.

In that receiver channels l-(n) are substantially

identical to one another, the remaining discussion

will be made in reference to receiver channel 1, it

being realized that the discussion applies equally

to all receiver channels.

The mixer 16-1 is driven by a pseudorandom

noise generator (PNG) 18-1. The mixing product

that is output from the mixer 16-1 is applied to an

IF bandpass filter 20-1 of bandwidth Bi, where Bi is

5 the bandwidth of the signal modulated with data,

plus the maximum and minimum Doppler shifts. A
spread spectrum tracking error generator 22-1 has

an input coupled to the output of the bandpass

filter 20-1 . The output of the bandpass filter 20-1 is

w indicated by the node B. After the spread spectrum

tracking error generator 22-1 has acquired and

tracked the received signal, the signal is com-

pressed in bandwidth, at the output of the IF band-

pass filter 20-1, to the intelligence conveyed by the

75 signal plus the Doppler bandwidth (Bi).

For direct sequence SS, the SS tracking error

generator 221 is implemented by a delay-locked

detector. A delay locked detector is a known de-

vice that functions by subtracting a correlation

20 function, in an early correlation of the received

signal with a local reference pilot sequence, from a

correlation function in a late correlation of the re-

ceived signal with the local pilot reference se-

quence. If there is no time tracking error, the resul-

25 tant difference is zero. If the local reference leads

the correct timing, a negative difference signal is

produced; conversely, if the local reference lags

the correct timing, a positive difference signal re-

sults.

30 For a fast frequency hopping (FFH) embodi-

ment, the SS tracking error generator 22-1 and the

PNG 18-1, are replaced by a synchronized Fre-

quency Hopping (FH) synthesizer that produces

the same bandwidth compression as the direct

35 sequence SS technique illustrated in Figure 2. For

the fully coherent case, the SS tracking error gen-

erator 22-1 receives a control signal from a spread

spectrum error tracking generator and variable de-

lay controller 24. The control signal specifies an

40 amount of expected delay for the signal being

processed by that channel and is employed as an

aid in delay locking the channel to the signal re-

ceived from one of the (n) repeater paths illustrated

in Figure la.

45 One function of the controller 24 is to cause

each of the (n) SS tracking error generators 22 to

acquire a distinct copy of one of the (n) SS signals

that are received from the repeaters 3, 4, 5 of

Figure la. As an example, the controller 24 op-

50 erates to cause channel 1 to acquire and track the

signal having the largest delay, channel 2 to ac-

quire and track the signal having the next largest

delay, and so forth. As a result, channel (n) ac-

quires and tracks the received signal having the

55 least delay. This channel acquisition technique is

preferred in that, if two or more of the channels

were to acquire and track the same copy of the

signal, the signal fades would no longer be in-

7
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dependent, thereby reducing the fade resistance of

the resulting summed signal.

Another function of the controller 24 is to es-

timate, to an accuracy of a fraction of an SS chip

time, the delay between the ith SS code signal

copy and the maximum delayed code signal copy.

When this is achieved, the controller 24 adjusts

each different delay 26-1 to 26-(n) such that all

signals emerging at node C are equalized to the

received signal that has the maximum delay. In

order to achieve these functions, and in accor-

dance with the logic flow diagram of Figure 5, the

controller 24 is provided with an estimate of the

position of the receiver portion 7r (Block A - Figure

5. By example, if the receiver portion 7r is located

on a mobile platform, the position estimate may be
generated by an inertial navigation unit. The con-

troller 24 also has prior knowledge of the positions

of each repeater 3, 4, 5 of Figures, la and lb.

Based on the knowledge of the position of the

receiver portion 7r and the positions of repeaters 3,

4, 5; the controller 24 estimates the path length,

and hence the expected phase shift of the signal,

between each repeater and the receiver portion 7r

(Block B - Figure 5). The expected phase delays

are provided to the respective 55 tracking error

generators 22-1 to 22-(n) so that each SS tracking

error generator 22 can be initially set to be at or

near the expected phase delay of the received

signals.

At Block C - Figure 5 the controller 24 monitors

each of the SS tracking error generators 22 to

determine if the associated tracking loop has

achieved lock. After a predetermined integration

time the controller adjusts the SS Delay signal

upward or downward for those tracking loops that

have not achieved lock (Blocks D & E - Figure 5),

integrates for an interval, and senses for lock

(Block C - Figure 5). The search for lock (loop)

may continue indefinitely according to a search

plan programmed into the controller 24. No output

signal is added into an optimal ratio combiner 28,

as described below, unless and until lock and full

equalization is achieved on that signal.

After achieving lock with each channel, the

controller 24 determines at Block F - Figure 5 a

variable delay (VDELAY) for each of the associated

variable delay blocks 26-1 to 26-(n), based on the

SS Delay signal values. The VDELAY signals are

employed to select a length of a FIFO buffer such

that the digitized carrier-modulated signal stored

within each are adjusted in time to within a fraction

of a data bit at the output of the variable delay

blocks 26-1 to 26-(n). Thus, in a presently pre-

ferred embodiment of the invention each of the

blocks labelled variable delay 26-1 to 26-(n) is

preferably implemented as a variable length, first

in/first out (FIFO) buffer, as is shown in Figure 6.

It should be noted that for a system that em-
ploys noncoherent demodulation, the demodulation

may be performed at node C, where the path

delays are all equalized, and without the additional

s processing shown between nodes C and D in Fig-

ure 2. If differentially coherent demodulation is per-

formed, the Doppler shifts of the copies of the

signal are required to be removed, although phase

equalization is generally unnecessary.

10 In Figure 2 the (n) copies of the signal are

phase locked at the input to an optimal ratio com-
biner 28. This is achieved by splitting the delay

equalized signals at node C into two signal paths.

A first path includes a Costas type tracking loop

is 30-1 which extracts from the channel signal a sup-

pressed carrier component of frequency fi and a

phase angle-modulated signal stored which is ad-

justed in time to within a fraction of a data bit rate.

At the output, the variable frequency fr and phase

20 angle 0 • is supplied from a reference oscillator 40.

The difference term output from mixer 32-1 is

applied to a bandpass filter 34-1; the output is the

frequency difference (fr - fi) when a phase angle of

-0 is realized. This discussion applies equally when
25 mixer 36-1 is in the second of the two paths of the

delayed equalized signal at node C. The operation

of a Costas loop is described in "Digital Commu-
nications by Satellite", by J.J. Spilker, Jr, at pages
303-310 (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ):

30 which is incorporated herein by reference.

As a result of this signal processing technique

all signal copies at nodes D carry the associated

channel's intelligence modulation on a carrier sig-

nal which has a carrier frequency at fr and a phase

35 angle 0°. The signal t node D is applied to a

bandpass filter 38-1 which passes only the sum
frequency term fr. As a result, the signals that are

input to the optimal ratio combiner 28 from each of

the channels l-(n) are all equalized to one another

40 in delay, frequency, and phase shift. Thus, at the

input to the optimal ratio combiner 28 only the

amplitudes of the input signals from channels l-(n)

differ.

The optimal ratio combiner 28 operates to

45 weigh each signal component proportional to its

strength and to form a sum signal at an output. The
output of the optimal ratio combiner is the node E
which forms the input to a demodulator 42. In

operation, the optimal ratio combiner 28 functions

50 to cause stronger signals of larger amplitudes, and

therefore of larger SNR, to constitute a proportion-

ately larger component of the output signal at node
E than the weaker signals.

The demodulator 42 is of a type that is appro-

55 priate for whatever modulation technique underlies

the SS signal. For example, if the data modulation

is MPSK, then the demodulator 42 is a coherent

MPSK type. If differentially coherent demodulation

8
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is employed, the demodulation is performed after

the Doppler equalization at node D, in. which case

the optimal ratio combiner 22 is employed at

baseband and the demodulator 42 can be elimi-

nated. A similar case is presented if the data mod-

ulation is noncoherent FSK.

A significant performance enhancement is

gained when compared to single repeater systems.

A single repeater system suffers a fade depth

equal to the fade depth of the single transmission

path. However, for an nth order diversity system,

with equal strength repeater paths as described

above, the combined signal strength over the sin-

gle channel system is (n). Thus, if L of the repeater

paths of Figure IA drops out completely, the fade

depth of the diversity receiver system 10 is ap-

proximated by the equation:

fade depth(dB) = 10 log(n-Un). (I)

which is plotted in Figure 3 for cases of greatest

interest, that is for L ^ 10. As can be seen, for a

two repeater system a complete fade out of one of

the signals results in only a three dB system fade.

However, for a single repeater system the loss of

the single repeater would result in a 100% outage.

For the case of five repeaters, a complete drop out

of one repeater signal produces only a one dB fade

in the combined signal, which is insignificant for

many applications.

At relatively low data rates, such as 4.8 KBPS
(4,800 bits per second), such as used for coded

voice in mobile satellite communications, a signifi-

cant portion of the receiver portion 7r shown in Fig.

2 may use digital signal processing (DSP) tech-

niques. For the DSP embodiment of Figure 4 the

down converter 12, bandpass filter 14, mixers 16-1

to 16-(n), and the bandpass filters 20-1 to 20-(n)

are preferably implemented with analog elements.

The remaining blocks can use digital signal proces-

sors, with preferably one DSP being used for each

channel l-(n). Also, for the DSP embodiment of

Figure 4 an analog to digital converter (ADC) 44 is

provided for each channel to convert the output of

the bandpass filter 20 to a digital signal. An analog

to digital converter having seven bits of resolution

is sufficient for IF sampling of most communication

signals. The digital variable delay buffer 26-1 to 26-

(n) may be implemented with a 16Kx7 bit FIFO

having a write access time of less than 2.8 micro-

seconds. In order to minimize the sampling rate,

and enhance the computational load, complex sig-

nal processing is preferably employed throughout

the digital circuitry.

As was previously noted, the variable delay 26-

1 to 26-(n) is preferably implemented as a variable

length FIFO buffer. The maximum size of the FIFO

buffer can be determined from a maximum dif-

ferential delay between the diversity paths and the

time between samples. That is, the maximum FIFO

buffer length is equal to the maximum differential

delay divided by the ADC 44 sample interval.

s By example, for repeaters on geostationary sat-

ellites the maximum differential path delay is ap-

proximately 36.6 milliseconds. The nominal band-

width of the post correlation bandpass filter is 11

kHz. A minimum Nyquist sampling rate is two

10 times Bi. However, to produce high accuracy delay

equalization between the channels, a sampling rate

of 32 x Bi is preferably employed. This results in

the ADC 44 operating at approximately 350,000

samples per second. As a result, the maximum
75 FIFO buffer length is equal to 36.6 milliseconds x

350kHz or, 12,810 samples. Thus, the 16Kx7 bit

FIFO is more than adequate to store the sampled

signal for each channel.

Having thus described the presently preferred

20 embodiment for the receiver circuitry 7r, the ensu-

ing description details the teaching of this invention

as it applies to signal quality monitoring and control

of the transmissions form the first transceivers la,

lb. I(n)

25

Signal Transmission.

It is first noted that one of the communication

paths of Figure la, using repeater 3, for example,

30 may be mostly blocked while the communication

paths associated with repeaters 4 and 5 may be

clear. The antennas 2a, 2b, 2n of the transceivers

la, lb, In, are each configured to send copies of the

same coded message to the repeaters 3, 4, 5. The
35 antennas 2a, 2b, 2n are positioned such that at any

given time, the probability of all of the antennas

forming a weak communication path is very small.

This also provides a high probability that at any

given time, two, three, or considerably more first

40 transceivers will be transmitting an identical copy

of the same message at the beginning of each

cycle to determine signal quality of the signals

transmitted from each first transceiver la, lb, In.

In Figures la and lb, during the initial periods of

45 each signal quality determination cycle (the cycles

preferably occur hundreds of times per second),

repeaters 3, 4, and 5 are transmitting under full

power regardless of the quality of the signal copies

being received by the receiver portion 7r of the

so second transceiver 7 (i.e. the number of identical

copies being transmitted). In view of the difficulty

and expense of supplying power to many satellite

based repeaters (where energy is an extremely

valuable commodity), the benefit of limiting the

55 number of transmissions of identical signal copies

through many repeaters can be appreciated.

This following description pertains to the re-

peater transmitter power control function that is

9
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based upon the quality of the signal received by
the receiver portion 7r of the second transceiver 7.

Each of the signal copies being transmitted through

each of the communication paths of Fig. ta is

transmitted with a certain determinable signal qual-

ity. The respective signal qualities of the signal

copies transmitted over the different communica-
tion paths can be determined using several tech-

niques. Thus, if a signal is received in the receiver

portion 7r with a considerably lower signal quality

then expected, it can be concluded that the cor-

responding communication path is at least partially

blocked, or else some other transmitting condition-

(s) (distances, medium, etc.) is poor.

It should be emphasized that the signal quality

of the signal copies associated with various com-
munication paths can change extremely quickly (for

example, within a few milliseconds). Therefore, the

sampling of the signals is performed at an equiv-

alent rate to ensure acceptable monitoring of the

communication paths. Poor signal quality of com-
munication paths can be caused by, for example,

atmosphere conditions and/or trees, buildings, etc.

becoming positioned between the antennas of the

first and second transceivers, and one of the re-

peaters 3, 4, and 5, and/or by excessive distances

therebetween.

In this disclosure, the term "signal quality"

refers generally to the capability of the transmitted

signal to be received and properly interpreted by
the receiver. There are several measurable indica-

tors which may be utilized for signal quality. One
measurable indicator is Bit Error Rate (BER) which

measures how many errors are being received by
the receiver as determined by some well known
code techniques is derived over the combination of

channels CHNI, CHN2, and CHN(n) of Fig. 2. An-

other measurable indicator is carrier to noise ratio

which measures the value of the total signal which

is being contributed to by the carrier and transmit-

ted signals (with the remainder being noise) di-

vided by the noise value. The SNR is derived over

any one of the channels CHNBI, CHNB2, or CHNB-
(n) of Figure 2. An assumption is made that if the

carrier to noise ratio for a given signal is high, then

the BER should be relatively low. In such a man-
ner, different signal quality indicators are often in-

terrelated. A third measurement which relates to

signal quality are correlation measurements, which

measure the quality of the CDMA signal. The
above measures of signal quality are intended to

be illustrative in nature while not limiting in scope.

Any other well known type of signal quality mea-
surement may be utilized and still be within the

scope of the present invention.

The controller 24 illustrated in Figures la and lb

monitors the signal quality being received from all

of the communication paths of Figure la. In this

BNSDOCID: <EP 068241 6A2_I_>

manner, the controller 24 determines which signals

are received at the different signal qualities (poor,

fair, or good, as defined below). A purpose of the

controller 24 is to maintain transmission of signal

5 copies that are being transmitted over communica-
tion paths which provide for higher quality signal

transmission; while limiting the further transmission

of signal copies which are being transmitted over

communication paths demonstrating poor signal

10 quality; thereby limiting the number of communica-
tions being transmitted through the repeaters 3, 4,

and 5.

In this application, the term "good signal copy"
is defined as those signal copies which when re-

is ceived by the second transceiver, provide all of the

information intended to be conveyed by the signal.

The term "fair signal copy" is defined as those

signal copies which require further amplification of

the signal at the first transceiver to yield some or

20 all of the information which is desired to be trans-

mitted by the signal. The term "poor signal copy"
is defined as those signal copies which provide

little or no desired information to the second tran-

sceiver with or without amplification of the original

25 signal transmitted from the first transceiver. These
terms, or closely related terms, may be utilized to

determine which communication paths to transmit

over.

The communication system illustrated in Fig-

so ures la and lb may utilize several operational tech-

niques to transmit between the first transceiver and
the second transceiver. A first operational tech-

nique of this invention is preferred when at least

one of the communication paths is transmitting its

35 signal copy at a good signal quality, while other

communication paths are transmitting their signal

copy at less than a desired signal quality. In this

case, only the highest quality signal(s) are utilized

in the receiver portion 7r. Depending upon the

40 specifics of the system, if there are a number of

good signal copies which are being received by the

second transceiver, then it may be desired to limit

the future transmissions over one, two, or more of

the "good signal copy" communication paths de-

45 pending upon the use of the communication sys-

tem, and other system characteristics. The control-

ler 24 determines the signal quality, as determined

by the signal quality detector 25, of the commu-
nication paths associated with repeater(s) 3, 4, 5

so (by using the overlaying PN code to associate the

signal quality of each signal copy with the first

transceiver which generated the signal copy).

A return signal is then sent, as illustrated in

Figure lb, over all of the communication paths. The
55 return signal, which contains information about the

signal quality of each of the communication paths,

is received by the receiver of each of the first

transceivers and thereupon relayed to the frequen-

10
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cy determination/combiner unit 11. The frequency

determination/combiner unit 11 thereupon tempo-

rarily limits the transmission of all signals transmit-

ted over the poor signal quality communication

paths. Signal quality thresholding techniques could

be used with this embodiment such that any time

the second transceiver receives a signal of lower

than a threshold limit, the second transceiver would

relay a return signal via each first transceiver to the

frequency determination/combiner unit 11 instruct-

ing it to limit further transmissions from that par-

ticular first transceiver.

A second operational technique of this inven-

tion pertains to the case when none of the commu-
nication paths are transmitting a good signal copy

while at least one of the communication paths are

transmitting a fair signal copy. The controller deter-

mines the quality of each signal copy using the

above described BER or SNR, or any other suit-

able signal quality detector.

The second technique temporarily limits signal

transmissions over the communication paths which

are transmitting poor signal copies, while am-

plifying at least some of the signal copies over

those communication paths which are transmitting

a fair signal copy. The number of communication

paths which are transmitting a fair signal copy is a

design choice, but two are typically preferred (un-

less, or course, only one communication path is

transmitting a fair signal copy.) The controller 24

accomplishes this by sending a return signal over

all of the communication paths to the frequency

determination/combiner unit 11 requesting suitable

amplification of the signal over the corresponding

communication paths which are transmitting fair

signal copies. The first transceiver la, lb, In so

commanded then increases the signal strength of

all further signal transmissions of the first tran-

sceiver associated with the communication paths

which are transmitting a fair signal copy within the

present cycle. Since the repeaters are substantially

linear, the increased strength of the signal copy

applied to any of the repeater will result in an

increased signal strength applied from the repeater

to the second transceiver.

The repeaters which have been deactivated by

the above described techniques during a cycle

may be reactivated by a corresponding command
from the second transceiver 7 where there is no

adequate signal copy being transmitted from the

first transceiver to the second transceiver; or al-

ternately may simply be reactivated periodically

under a signal quality determination scheme. Under

such a scheme, the first transceivers la, lb, In will

occasionally send a pilot signal (as described be-

low) such that the second transceiver can maintain

an accurate record of the signal quality of the

signal copies being generated by each of the first

transceiver(s). The frequency determina-

tion/combiner unit 11 can then command the ap-

propriate first transceiver (s) to transmit over the

most efficient communication paths. The pilot sig-

5 nal will be transmitted continuously over each of

the communication paths, such that the signal qual-

ity detector 25 can once again determine the signal

quality which each communication path is capable

of transmitting. The signal quality determination

w cycles are typically repeated hundreds of times per

second.

The number of communication paths which are

transmitting at any given time could vary depend-

ing upon the conditions of the communication path.

75 However, it is desirable that a total of at least one,

and preferably two, good signal copies are contin-

ually being transmitted from the first transceivers to

the second transceiver. If there are no good sig-

nals, then the preferably the two best fair signals

20 can be amplified as described above.

One important consideration of the present in-

vention is that the signal transmission over repeat-

ers (with which energy associated with transmitting

signal plays a major concern) can be controlled by

25 the ground based controller 24. The software, of the

controller can be modified as different numbers

and types of repeaters are used. If a certain first

transceiver control scheme is found to be faulty,

the appropriate software of the controller 24 can be

30 modified or altered to provide the most efficient

control scheme for the first transceivers.

Signal Quality Detection Cycle ?

35 The present invention envisions that the signal

quality evaluations over each of the communication

paths should be updated continually (preferably at

the rate of several hundred times per second.) The
updating cycles may use either pilot signals, or

40 alternately, a portion of the signal being transmitted

over the length of the communication system (re-

ferred to herein as an "information signal"). A pilot

signal is not an information signal, but is instead a

relatively short signal (and possibly an error code if

45 the signal quality is determined by BER, or a

similar technique). In both cases of where a pilot

signal or an information signal is used to evaluate

signal quality, a buffer (not illustrated) is used to

store all portions of the information signal until such

so time as it is determined that the appropriate seg-

ments of the information signal have been fully

received at the other end of the communication

system using error detection or other known tech-

niques.

55 If a pilot signal is used, the pilot signal is

applied continuously. After the communication sys-

tem of the present invention, determines which

communication paths are transmitting signals of
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relatively good quality, then one or more signal

copies of the signal which are being conveyed

along the length of the communication system are

transmitted from the first transceiver to the second

transceiver.

If an information signal is used to determine

the signal quality, then at the beginning of each

signal quality determination cycle, signal copies

containing signal copies of the information signals

are transmitted from each first transceiver to the

second transceiver over each of the communication

paths. The return signals are transmitted from the

second transceiver to the first transceiver as soon

as this information signal has been transmitted.

System Functional Overview

The present invention provides a repeater

based, spread spectrum communication system
with high energy efficiency which is substantially

fade free. The system utilizes multiple paths de-

fined by a plurality of first transceivers and a sec-

ond transceiver via a plurality of first communica-
tion repeaters. The first and/or second transceivers

may be mounted upon a mobile platform. The
plurality of repeaters may be terrestrial, in satellites

in low earth orbit, or in satellites in geosynchronous

earth orbit.

Fade resistance is achieved by monitoring the

signal copies received by the second transceiver to

determine which communication paths are being

partially or fully blocked. If there are one or more
paths for signal copies which are being received

with a threshold signal quality (as described

above), then all desired communications will be
transmitted through at least some of these commu-
nication paths. If all of the communication paths are

transmitting fair or poor quality signal copies, then

the information signal will be amplified and trans-

mitted through at least some of the paths which are

transmitting fair signal copies in general proportion

to the signal quality of the particular communica-
tion path. The higher quality communication paths

being amplified will contribute a proportionately

higher percentage of the final signal. The receiver

of the second transceiver processes and combines
the multiple received signals to produce an output

signal with reduced fading characteristics, and will

result in a minimal expenditure of energy from the

repeaters. Through the use of the invention the

fading depth is maintained at an acceptable level,

even when one or more of the repeater paths

completely drops out due to fading or shadowing.

Each transmitter and receiving omni-directional

antenna 7a of the second transceiver 7 is located

so that it cumulatively covers all possible positions

of the plurality of repeaters. Trie modulation tech-

nique may be either phase shift keying (PSK) or

frequency shift keying (FSK) using a spread spec-

trum (SS) overlay of either a fast frequency hop-

ping (FFH) or a direct sequence type. Other modu-
lation types which are also known in the art may

5 also be employed.

The second transceiver 7 receiver portion 7r

utilized in the present invention includes circuitry

for receiving multiple identical transmitted signals;

each of the signals arriving at the receiver antenna

10 7a travels from a first transceiver la, lb, In through a

different propagation path such that each copy
experiences a distinct propagation delay. The re-

ceiver portion 7r also includes circuitry for perform-

ing a spread spectrum correlation on each of those

75 received signals to produce an output of multiple

correlated signals. There is a PN code overlay in

each signal copy transmitted along each commu-
nication path, wherein the second transceiver is

capable of determining from which first transceiver

20 each signal copy originated. The receiver portion

7a also includes a received signal equalizer for

providing, as an output, a plurality of equalized

correlated signals. The equalizer includes circuitry

for equalizing the propagation delays of each of the

25 correlated signals to a largest propagation delay;

equalizing a Doppler frequency offset for each cor-

related signal; and equalizing a phase shift for each
correlated signal. The receiver further includes cir-

cuitry for combining together all equalized cor-

30 related signals to provide a demodulator with a

composite received signal. The combining circuitry

weighs each equalized correlated signal in propor-

tion to the quality of that signal, such that those

copies having a greater signal quality contribute a

35 greater proportion to the content of the composite

signal than do those signals having a lesser signal

strength.

This invention includes a device for determin-

ing the quality of each of the signal copies trans-

40 mitted from each first transceiver (via the repeat-

ers) to the second transceiver. A goal of this inven-

tion is to transmit the majority of the signal over the

communication path (or paths) which are capable

of conveying a highest quality signal. Since the

45 time frame in which signals gain or lose signal

quality occurs in the range of milli-seconds, it is

important that the sampling rate be at least at this

rate. If none of the path (or paths) have a high

quality signal, then it is desired to increase the

so signal strength in each of the paths which have a

signal in proportion to the quality of their signals.

Repeaters which are not transmitting a suitable

signal to the second transceiver would not receive

any signal, for some predetermined time, from the

55 first transceiver. In effect, the intent is to transmit

through, and thus limit the overall power used, only

those repeaters whose signal is received at a suit-

able level by the second transceiver. Those re-

12
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peater transmissions which are weak are not re-

quired and are thus disabled. This provides an

extremely energy efficient system with which to

provide reliable communication (considering the

minimal energy available to the satellite based re-

peaters, or even some terrestrial based repeaters).

It is noted that while this disclosure has applied

multiple first transceiver units la, lb, Ic with a single

second transceiver 7, similar results could be

achieved where there are multiple first transceivers

and a plurality of second transceivers. Any configu-

ration of monitoring signal quality of signals gen-

erated from multiple first transceivers via commu-
nication paths to a second transceiver (and elimi-

nating the weaker signals using the above tech-

nique) is within the scope of the present invention.

While the invention has been particularly

shown and described with respect to a preferred

embodiment thereof, it will be understood by those

skilled in the art that changes in form and details of

a manner such as to one having ordinary skill in

the art may be made therein without departing from

the scope and spirit of the invention.

Claims

1. A communication system, comprising a plural-

ity of communication paths defined between a

plurality of first transceivers and at least one

second transceiver, each communication path

containing at least one repeater, wherein a

signal transmission from the plurality of first

transceivers to the second transceiver includes

an identifiable copy of an identical signal that

is transmitted over each communication path,

signal quality determining means associated

with the second transceiver for determining the

quality of the signal copy received by the

second transceiver via each of the communica-

tion paths, and communication path control

< means, for controlling the signal transmission

through each communication path based upon

the signal quality determining means.

2. A communication system as claimed in claim

1, wherein at least one of the repeaters is

satellite based and at least one of the repeat-

ers is terrestrially based.

3. A communication system as claimed in claim

1, wherein at least one of the repeaters is

satellite based.

4. A communication system as claimed in claim

3, wherein the satellite is geo-stationary.

5. A communication system as claimed in claim

3, wherein the satellite is in low earth orbit.

6. A communication system as claimed in any

one of the preceding claims, wherein at least

one of the repeaters is terrestrially based.

5 7. A communication system as claimed in any

one of the preceding claims, wherein the signal

quality determining means utilizes a bit error

rate.

io 8. A communication system as claimed in any

one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the signal quality

determining means utilizes a signal to noise

ratio of each signal copy.

75 9. A communication system as claimed in any

one of the preceding claims, wherein the first

transceiver further comprises, a uni-directional

antennae.

20 10. A communication system as claimed in any

one of the preceding claims, wherein the sec-

ond transceiver means further comprises, an

omni-directional antennae.

25 11. A communication system as claimed in any

one of the preceding claims, wherein* each

copy of the signal transmitted from the first

transceiver to the second transceiver utilizes

an overlying PN code.

30

12. A communication system as claimed in any

one of the preceding claims, wherein the signal

quality is based upon strength of the signal.

35 13. A communication system as claimed in any

one of claims 1 to 11, wherein the signal

quality is based upon an error determiner.

14. A communication system as claimed in any

40 one of the preceding claims, further compris-

ing return signal means for transmitting a re-

turn signal from the second transceiver to the

first transceiver that is indicative of the relative

signal quality of each of the communication

45 paths.

15. A communication system as claimed in claim

14, wherein the return signal means transmits

an identical signal over all of the communica-

50 tion paths.

16. A communication system as claimed in any

one of the preceding claims, wherein if no

communication path provides a good signal

55 copy from the first transceiver to the second

transceiver, and at least one of the repeater

paths provide a fair signal copy, only those

repeater paths which are transmitting a fair

13
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signal copy will continue to transmit.

17. A communication system as claimed in claim

16, wherein the signals of fair quality are am-
plified to a level detectable by the receiver.

18. A communication system as claimed in any

one of the preceding claims, wherein if at least

one of the communication paths provide for

transmission of a signal copy from the first

transceiver means to the second transceiver

means which is of good quality, then the trans-

missions over the communication paths which

are not transmitting signal copies of good qual-

ity will be limited.

19. A communication system as claimed in any

one of the preceding claims, wherein the com-
munication paths utilize spread spectrum com-
munication .

20. A communication system as claimed in any

one of claims 1 to 18, wherein the communica-
tion paths utilize CDMA transmission.

21- A method of communication, comprising the

steps of monitoring a plurality of communica-
tion paths between a first transceiver and a
second transceiver which are all transmitting

an identifiable copy of an identical signal, de-

termining the signal quality of the signals

which are being transmitted over each of the

communication paths, and modifying further

transmissions over at least one of the commu-
nication paths based upon the signal quality of

the communication path.

22. A method as claimed in claim 21, wherein the

modifying step involves transmitting with only

those first transceivers which are transmitting

signal copies of good quality.

23. A method as claimed in claim 21 or 22,

wherein the modifying step comprises, control-

ling the operation of the first transceiver.

24. A method as claimed in any one of claims 21

to 23, wherein if none of the communication
paths are transmitting a good signal copy, then

the strength of the signal copy produced by
the first transceiver associated with a fair sig-

nal copy is amplified more than the strength of

the signal copy produced by the first tran-

sceiver associated with a poor signal copy.

25. A method as claimed in any one of claims 21

to 24, wherein the communication paths utilize

a spread spectrum transmission.

BNSDOClD:<EP 068241 6A2 I >

26. A method as claimed in any one of claims 21

to 24, wherein the communication paths utilize

a CDMA transmission.

5 27. A radio frequency receiver associated with a

transceiver, comprising, means for receiving a

multi-path transmitted signal which comprises

a plurality of signal copies, each of the plurality

of signal copies arriving at the radio frequency

io receiver along a distinct communication path

that includes a repeater, each of which plurality

of signal copies experiences a distinct propa-

gation delay, means for performing a spread

spectrum correlation on each of the received

15 plurality of signal copies to produce at a first

output a plurality of correlated signals, means
for measuring a signal quality of each of the

signal copies, received signal equalizing

means having an input coupled to the output of

20 the correlation means for equalizing each of

the plurality of correlated signal copies to pro-

vide at a second output a plurality of equalized

correlated signal copies, the equalizing means
includes means for equalizing the propagation

25 delay of each of the correlated signal copies to

a largest propagation delay, means for equaliz-

ing a Doppler frequency offset of each cor-

related signal copy and means for equalizing a

phase shift of each correlated signal copy,

30 means, having an input coupled to the second
output, for combining all equalized correlated

signal copies to provide a composite received

signal at a third output, and means to transmit

a return signal which is representative of the

35 signal quality of the signal copies being re-

ceived from a plurality of the communication

paths.

2a A communication system, comprising, a plurai-

40 ity of spread spectrum repeater means each of

which includes means for receiving a transmis-

sion from at least one spread spectrum trans-

mitter means and means for retransmitting the

received transmission for reception by at least

45 one spread spectrum receiver means, a plural-

ity of spread spectrum transmitter means, at

least two of which transmit a same spread

spectrum signal through a different one of the

plurality of repeater means, at least one spread

50 spectrum receiver means, the receiver means
comprising, means for receiving a re-transmit-

ted signal from at least two of the repeater

means, means for performing a spread spec-

trum correlation on each of the received re-

55 transmitted signals to produce at an output a
plurality of correlated signals, received signal

equalizing means having an input coupled to

the output of the correlation means for equaliz-

14
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ing each of the plurality of correlated signals

one to another to provide at an output a plural-

ity of equalized correlated signals, the spread

spectrum receiver means further including

means, having an input coupled to the output 5

of the received signal equalizing means, for

combining together all equalized correlated

signals to provide at an output a composite

received signal.

10

29. A communication system as claimed in claim

28, wherein the spread spectrum receiver

means further comprises, means for determin-

ing a signal quality of each of the re-transmit-

ted signals received from said at least two of 75

the repeater means, and means for transmit-

ting each of the determined signal qualities

back to said at least two of the plurality of

spread spectrum transmitter means for recep-

tion thereby. 20

30. A communication system as claimed in claim

29, wherein each of the spread spectrum

transmitter means is responsive to a received

determined signal quality for controlling an as- 25

sociated transmitted power in accordance

therewith.

30

35

40

45

50

55
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